
Volvo Plaxton B13  (LJ13 LLJ) 

Getting in-  

Power- Power switch 3 (see chart) located to the left of the steering wheel. 

Heat/Climate control- to the left of the steering wheel is where you will find 

the heating controls dial 11 controls the heat dial 12 controls air flow direction 

and dial 13 controls fan speed for driver. Passenger temperature control is also 

to the left of the steering wheel and is controlled by turning it on with button 

14. Using 15 alternates between aircon and no aircon. 16/17 is temperature 

control. 18 is fan speed pushing it will increase fan speed and return it to zero 

once pushed through the cycle. 19 is floor heaters. 

Wheelchair lift- a video has been made on how to use the lift please see video 

for detailed instruction. 

Toilet- To drop the toilet rear nearside locker you will find a black lever located 

above the drop pipe. Topping up the fluids use hose connectors. 

Batteries- located front locker either side as they are in the middle on the wall 

behind driver seat. 

Fuses- located front locker either side as they are in the middle on the wall 

behind driver seat. 

Spare Belts- engine bay to the left cable tied to a pole   

Spare bulbs- 

Triangle- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

1.  Heated screen                                                  5. Interior lights (dim) 

2. Sun blinds                                                          6. Interior lights (bright) 

3. Power switch                                                    7. Emergency switch 

4. Reading lights                                                   8. Tracker 

 

 

 

 

 



 

9. Radio/DVD 

10. Tachograph  

11.  Driver Temperature control  

12.  Driver Air flow direction 

13. Driver Fan speed  

 

 

 

 



 

 

14. Passenger climate control unit on/off           21. Disabled access lift on 

15. Passenger Aircon                                                22. Reveres beep (on/off) 

16. Passenger cold air control                                23. Lockers lock 

17. Passenger heat control                                     24. Open main locker 

18. Passenger Fan speed                                         25. Luggage lights 

19. Passenger floor Heater                                     26. Driver overhead light 

20. Mirror heaters                                                    27. Driver overhead fan 

  



 

28. Main lights                                              34. Ferry lift up/down 

29. Hazard’s                                                   35. Power switch 

30. CCTV image screen                                36. Tag axle lift 

31. Power take off button                           37. Microphones 

32. Hill assist                                                  38.  Driver window 

33. kneel                                                         39. Door   

 

 



40. Handbrake 

41. Mirror controls 

42. Gear selection  



 


